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In typical Democratic fashion, Bernard Starzewski has thrown out unsupported allegations and innuendo in his
letter of Sept. 12. Where are the numbers he is referring to? He is calling unnamed Republicans corrupt with no
supporting evidence. Does this sound familiar, as in John Doe 1 and 2?
Then he refers to the economy. Does he not realize that the states reflect the national economy? (Oops, six
years of democratic bungling.) Mr. Starzewski should be familiar with a failed governorship as exhibited by the
Doyle administration. Mary Burke’s contribution as Commerce Secretary, entrusted with the office to create
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jobs, was to lose 133,000 jobs in the state during her tenure, which was about the same amount of time that
Gov. Walker has had in office.

She certainly has a lot of crust to try to promote herself as a job creator with a record like that while denigrating the efforts of Gov. Walker. He has
consistently created jobs while the Democrats, union thugs and paid agitators have done everything in their power to create havoc whenever it looks like
he may be making progress with his efforts. This includes the democratic senators behaving like a bunch of delinquent children with their orange T-shirts
and chanted shouts on the floor of the state Senate. It’s no wonder companies are reluctant to relocate to Wisconsin and the ones here are reluctant to
expand with the unstable climate created by this type of behavior.
This is why you must vote for Gov. Walker and Republican senators if you want to see the state continue to move forward.
Shirley Jarvis
Two Rivers
Read or Share this story: http://htrne.ws/1u4sXbg
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